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Although their business is social good, community philanthropy organizations still operate in a market context with suppliers, competitors, 
intermediaries, substitutes, and many other dynamics. Traditional models, such as local United Ways and community foundations, are now just 
one part of a broader landscape that has changed dramatically over the past 20 years.

In this context, donors now have unprecedented choice in their philanthropic purchases. Enabled by technology, donors can bypass traditional 
intermediaries and give directly to charitable projects, whether across the street or across the globe. They can set up donor-advised funds at 
commercial charitable gift funds or single-issue organizations like colleges or hospitals. They can also do their giving through wealth advisors 
or pay for an intermediary like Foundation Source to start a private foundation for them. And donors who want to give more than money can 
work with a number of engaged philanthropy organizations like Social Venture Partners and volunteer their talents as well.

Some donors are looking outside of the nonprofit sector entirely. They are opting to create social change either by investing in responsible and 
sustainable businesses or by influencing political outcomes through newly popular 501(c)(4) political action committees (PACs). As a result, the 
boundaries between public, private, and philanthropic roles are blurring rapidly. Donors are at the center of this shift, and they’re increasingly 
agnostic about whether the organizations they support are for-profit, nonprofit, or something in between, as long as they have social impact.

Beyond this focus on donors, a number of organizations are practicing a more inclusive type of philanthropy that includes beneficiaries in the 
decision-making processes, engages residents to help make funding decisions, and brings traditionally excluded groups into the decision-making 
process. These and other approaches are helping these organizations fight for relevance in an increasingly crowded philanthropic marketplace.

As you read about these trends below, consider how the menu of options for what a community philanthropy organization can do is expanding. 
Ask how these trends manifest in your community and whether you’d be interested in experimenting with any of the approaches you see.

HOW PHILANTHROPY IS CHANGING
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How Others Are Responding
Promising approaches from the field

Require a commitment to the community: Donors can select donor-advised funds from many organizations, so for many community 
foundations, the trick is to find the right product-market fit. The Napa Valley Community Foundation has decided to focus on donors 
who are willing to commit a portion of their assets to local causes. The Foundation requires every year that 5 percent of each donor-advised 
fund be transferred to one of several Community Impact Funds managed by the Foundation that focus on specific community needs, such 
as education or nonprofit capacity building. By requiring this commitment, the Foundation finds itself working with donors who are more 
focused on local issues. And from a financial perspective, this requirement helps the Foundation use donor-advised funds to support its local 
community leadership work, which is a challenge for many community foundations. 
Takeaway for your organization: Donors have many different options at different price points when it comes to donor-advised funds. Think 
creatively about different ways to price your product and which customers are the best fit.

Rethink your place in the philanthropic market: The Greater Kansas City Community Foundation’s Greater Horizons platform 
consolidates back-office operations — such as grant payments, grant applications, gifts processing, gift acknowledgements, quarterly fund 
statements, and IRS reporting — and packages these services to sell to others. The platform now provides back-office operations for dozens 
of community, private, and corporate foundations nationally. The platform extends the offerings of the Foundation beyond donor-advised 
and permanent endowed funds, allowing it to work with private foundations and other funders who might have otherwise chosen another 
organization to provide the services they needed. 
Takeaway for your organization: Consider how you can build off existing strengths, like back-office processing, to work with others in the 
philanthropic landscape. Conversely, if your organization is smaller, ask whether it makes sense to outsource some back-office functions to 
refocus on community impact.

Donors today have an incredible number of choices when it comes to their philanthropic decisions. They can give through a dizzying array of vehicles, ranging 
from charitable gift funds and United Ways to community foundations and online giving platforms. And while community foundations and local United Ways 
have historically dominated the community philanthropy environment, many alternatives are growing quickly. For example, for the first time ever in 2012, 
commercial charitable gift funds held more assets in donor-advised funds than the collective community foundation field. And these gift funds raised an 
additional $6.5 billion in 2012 — 50 percent more than the $4.3 billion raised by community foundations.1

The abundance of different vehicles for charitable giving is further complicated by a new set of options that are emerging as ways for individuals to try to 
effect change — through political contributions to PACs, and through impact investments in social enterprises and social-purpose businesses that produce 
both financial and social returns.

UNPRECEDENTED DONOR CHOICE 
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Donors today must navigate a path through an ever-growing range of options for effecting social change.

http://napavalleycf.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/09/NVCF_Donor-Advised-Fund-Agreement.pdf
http://www.givingbetter.org/
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Total Dollars Raised on Crowdfunding Websites Globally2

THE POWER OF THE CROWD

Connective technology platforms have allowed donors and volunteers to 
connect with causes in a coordinated, scaled, and global way. Donors can 
scroll through a crowdfunding website, become inspired by a number of 
campaigns, give with two clicks, and receive simple feedback about what 
their money helped produce. This trend has disintermediated many traditional 
philanthropic brokers, letting donors directly support causes and projects 
they care about. And the growth of online crowdfunding platforms has been 
incredible. In fact, if recent growth rates continue, online crowdfunding for 
social causes could potentially eclipse all community foundation giving within 
the decade.

Beyond money, there has also been an increase in the use of crowdsourcing, 
where organizations are using large groups of people from online 
communities to divide up labor to create services, ideas, and content. By 
coordinating contributions from much larger communities, crowdsourcing 
can aggregate the knowledge of many to create impactful projects with a 
level of scale traditionally reserved for large corporations.

How Others Are Responding
Promising approaches from the field

Design a local crowdfunding/-sourcing solution: Gulf Coast Community Foundation implemented two online platforms that 
connect residents to causes in interesting ways. First, a volunteer-oriented site called You’d Be Perfect for This matches residents interested 
in donating their time with skill-appropriate opportunities. The Foundation has also developed a proprietary online crowdfunding platform 
called Gulf Coast Gives that enables community organizations to post local charity projects and attract donors. In addition to attracting 
new financial sources to worthy causes, the platforms free up staff time otherwise spent making these connections in a less coordinated way. 
Takeaway for your organization: Creating such a crowdfunding platform is a nontrivial effort but allows community residents to connect to 
each other to fund smaller projects and to find volunteer opportunities.

Partner with existing platforms: The Southwest Initiative Foundation, a regional community foundation in rural Minnesota, is 
enabling local entrepreneurs to get zero-interest loans directly from a global community of lenders. How? The Foundation has partnered with 
Kiva (a global nonprofit crowdfunding site) and is using Kiva Zip — a new U.S.-based lending model that enables local entrepreneurs to raise 
zero-interest loans from Kiva’s one million lenders worldwide. The Foundation serves as a “Trustee“ that endorses local businesses deserving of 
a loan, and to discourage fraud, both its endorsement status and recipient repayment status are made public. In the first year, the Foundation 
endorsed three small business loans totaling $10,000 with a repayment rate of 100 percent (the national repayment rate is 87 percent). 
Takeaway for your organization: Instead of creating your own crowdfunding platform, map out existing ones and think of how you could 
potentially partner with them. Keep in mind that your reputation, not your dollars, may be your most important asset on these sites.
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http://www.youdbeperfectforthis.org/
https://www.gulfcoastgives.org/
https://zip.kiva.org/trustees/141
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How High of a Priority Is Corporate Social Responsibility9

(2007 survey of global corporate leaders) 
Growth in Certified B Corps10
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RESPONSIBLE BUSINESS

As the line between for-profit and nonprofit organizations continues to blur, responsible businesses are playing a larger role in creating social benefit. 
As established companies are paying more attention to corporate social responsibility, a new set of legal structures is allowing companies to deliberately 
incorporate social benefit into their operations. For instance, 20 states, including Delaware, have now passed special “benefit corporation” legislation that 
allows corporate officers to make business decisions that benefit society, even at the expense of the bottom line.

While business leaders are actively pursuing these developments, consumers are also demanding change. Millennials are actually more likely respond that a 
business’s purpose is to “improve society” than to “generate profit.”7 Additionally, 67 percent of consumers have bought a product with an environmental 
or social benefit, 55 percent have boycotted a company’s products when the business behaved irresponsibly, and 91 percent would switch to brands that are 
associated with a good cause, presuming similar price and quality.8 Responsibility is no longer optional for corporations when consumers (especially, younger 
consumers) see the private sector as instrumental in improving society.
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How Others Are Responding
Promising approaches from the field

Include for-profits and nonprofits: The Central Okanagan Foundation in Western Canada saw members of its community 
questioning whether nonprofits were the only way to create social change in Canada. In response, the Foundation worked with Okanagan 
Changemakers on an event called Change UP. Both nonprofits and for-profits submitted their ideas for creating positive social change in the 
community, the Foundation and other judges created a list of finalists, and community members voted on winners at a live event. Because 
there were separate winners from the nonprofit and for-profit categories, the two types of organizations could come together and connect 
but not have to compete against one another for recognition. 
Takeaway for your organization: Consider ways to honor and encourage positive social change, regardless of whether it comes from nonprofit 
or for-profit organizations.

Work to encourage corporate giving: A number of community foundations are creating specialized centers for corporate philanthropy 
to help responsible businesses design and execute their giving. For instance, the Foundation For The Carolinas’ Center for Corporate 
Philanthropy offers many options for corporations exploring their giving options, such as designated, donor-advised, or scholarship funds. 
Beyond these more traditional options, the Center offers the ability to accept complex gifts through two subsidiary foundations: Community 
Real Property Holdings accepts gifts of real property, while Community Investments Foundation enables donors to make gifts of business 
interests. Additional solutions include philanthropic consulting services and even employee disaster and hardship relief funds, where 
companies and employees can contribute to a pool of funds for fellow employees facing unexpected hardships. Finally, the Center offers 
private foundation services should a corporation wish to give through an existing foundation. 
Takeaway for your organization: What businesses value in philanthropy may differ from what individuals value. Explore what it would take to 
develop a robust suite of services and products that would resonate with corporations.

Source: B LabSource: The Economist

B Lab is a nonprofit that certifies companies that meet certain impact measures. 
Since 2008, the number of these Certified B Corps has grown dramatically.

Corporate social responsibility is a high priority for business leaders.

http://www.fftc.org/corporatephilanthropy
http://www.fftc.org/corporatephilanthropy
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Client demand, in addition to social impact,  
helps to explain growth in impact investing.

Impact investments are typically more complex than traditional 
ones, with the vast majority being private equity or private debt 
investments that can require additional investment expertise. 
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How Others Are Responding
Promising approaches from the field

Structural changes to invest for impact: The Greater Cincinnati Foundation has structured itself to take advantage of impact investing 
opportunities, and to pass those opportunities along to donors. The Foundation has a new impact investment committee that screens opportunities 
at a high level and then works closely with its partner Imprint Capital to perform the formal due diligence. After the diligence is complete, the 
Foundation offers the opportunity to co-invest to donor-advised fund holders. To date, the Foundation has offered investments, including equity 
investment in local tech companies, working capital for minority-owned businesses, and mortgage buybacks to prevent foreclosures. The Foundation 
has also published an article and helped to developed tools to help other community foundations implement a similar approach. 
Takeaway for your organization: Because impact investments can be more complex than ordinary ones, consider building in a process, a 
committee, or outside expertise to move thoroughly but efficiently.

Join with others to invest for impact: Canada’s Community Forward Fund aggregates capital from across the country and uses 
it to provide loans to nonprofits. Modeled after the U.S. Nonprofit Finance Fund, the Fund offers bridge loans, term loans, and other 
financial services to Canadian nonprofits and has funded organizations ranging from art museums to child-care centers. Several community 
foundations were among the early investors, including the Community Foundation of Ottawa, Hamilton Community Foundation, The 
Kitchener and Waterloo Community Foundation, and Niagara Community Foundation. Not only were these organizations able to 
achieve significant impact in their own communities through their work with the Fund, but they were also able to help create a new national 
organization that advanced impact investment opportunities across Canada. 
Takeaway for your organization: Work with others to make impact investments, allowing for economies of scale by sharing the costs of finding, 
vetting, and managing investments. Consider working with groups on a state or regional level to kick-start your impact investing. 

According to the World Economic Forum, impact investing is an investment 
approach that intentionally seeks to create both financial returns and positive 
social or environmental impact.11 For foundations, impact investing is a 
promising form of financing for several reasons: (1) it can allow the corpus 
of a foundation’s endowment to be invested in a way that continues to 
grow the assets while also creating social benefit; (2) its investments can 
potentially help promote more financially sustainable community-serving 
organizations; and (3) its return in capital can be redeployed toward other 
impact investments, thereby creating a revolving, closed-loop system. 

Despite these advantages, impact investing isn’t right for all situations and issues, 
especially when there is no revenue stream involved to help pay back investors. 
And even when appropriate, actually finding, making, and tracking these 
investments have proven to be challenging for some investors. Nevertheless, as 
impact investing becomes more mainstream, many donors will begin to seek out 
impact investing opportunities as part of their giving portfolios.

IMPACT INVESTING
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http://johnsoncenterforphilanthropy.files.wordpress.com/2013/03/tfr_4-4_cheney.pdf
https://www.missioninvestors.org/communityfoundationfieldguide
http://www.communityforwardfund.ca/
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Federal Discretionary Spending as a % of GDP15

(1973-2024)
2013 Federal Funding Cuts to States (est)16
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DEVOLUTION OF GOVERNMENT 

“Devolution of government” refers to the phenomenon where certain programs and policies shift away from national government funding and toward more local 
or regional control. This shift often affects social programs and other discretionary budget items, since politicians have less influence over mandatory spending 
programs like entitlement programs and interest payments on the national debt, both of which will grow considerably over the next decade. However, over that 
same time period, discretionary spending — which includes core programs like education, infrastructure, and scientific research — is expected to shrink to levels 
not seen in 50 years when measured as a percentage of GDP.

As this trend plays out, foundations will face difficult situations and choices as governments retrench. Some funders are being asked to step in and replace 
funding streams that governments no longer provide. Others are being forced to adapt to a growing need in their areas, as residents turn to nonprofits 
for services that governments once provided or funded. But sometimes funders can take the shifts in government involvement as a chance to form new 
relationships with the public sector.

Over the next decade, federal discretionary  
spending as a percentage of GDP is expected to  

cross a 50-year low.

In 2013 alone, states faced an $85 billion cut  
in federal funding, with education and social services  

under the most stress.

Source: U.S. Congressional Budget Office Source: The Rockefeller Foundation

How Others Are Responding
Promising approaches from the field

Act decisively during a government crisis: When the city of Detroit filed for bankruptcy, the Community Foundation for 
Southeast Michigan coordinated a response to help revitalize Detroit through a plan that would honor the city’s commitment to retirees 
and preserve an extraordinary community asset, the Detroit Institute of Arts. The Foundation brokered agreements with 11 foundations to 
raise $366 million to support city pensions and to protect the Detroit Institute of Arts by transferring ownership from the city to a separate 
nonprofit. The Foundation worked with mediators, government officials, and other foundations and will house the contributions from the 
other foundations to be distributed to the city over a period of years. The funds will be used to help pay for the city’s pension shortfall, which 
the New York Times reports is the first time foundation funds have been used to shore up public pensions. 
Takeaway for your organization: If a similar crisis emerged in your community, would you intervene? Consider what areas would be 
appropriate for your foundation to pursue, which would be off limits, and what assurances or partnerships you’d need to have in place.

Pilot government programs until they prove viable: The Santa Fe Community Foundation is helping a coalition in the city 
of Santa Fe, which has one of the highest per capita rates of injection drug use, pilot a new criminal justice and drug abuse program. The 
program, entitled Law Enforcement Assistance Diversion, will offer opioid users who would otherwise be arrested entrance into a long-term 
treatment program. The Foundation is assisting with convening cross-sector stakeholders to discuss the program. The Foundation designed 
a cost-benefit analysis to identify potential cost savings, which was used to attract significant public and private funding to pilot the project: 
The Foundation will function as the funding and finance hub for the coalition and, in addition to evaluating the cost effectiveness of the pilot 
project for the City, will bring public attention to this innovative solution.  
Takeaway for your organization: Consider ways that you can partner with the government to pilot new interventions that reduce public 
burden and create better social outcomes.

http://www.nytimes.com/2014/01/14/us/300-million-pledged-to-save-detroits-art-collection.html
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Aligned action
Given that no single funder has resources that can match the scale of 
most of the problems that it seeks to address, foundations, nonprofits, 
and other social change agents are increasingly working together in 
new ways to effect change. In some cases, these collaborations can 
take the form of informal learning communities, where funders simply 
get smarter together and continue to fund independently; in other 
cases, collaborations are using more formal, cross-sectoral collective 
impact approaches to have an impact larger than that of any one 
organization acting alone. 

Mini-foundations
Based on 2009 IRS data, two-thirds of all private foundations in the 
United States have endowments of less than $1 million, with a median 
size of $500,000.17 As companies like Foundation Source (which now 
manages more than $6 billion in assets) provide a one-stop-shop for 
start-up, back-office, and administrative services for foundations, look 
for the number of small private foundations to continue to grow.

Political giving 
Political spending through 501(c)4 organizations was $3 million in 
the 2004 election cycle, $83 million in 2008, and $256 million in 
2012.18 Following the landmark Citizens United v. Federal Election 
Commission in 2010, which allowed for individuals to make unlimited 
and undisclosed political donations through vehicles like 501(c)(4) 
organizations, look for wealthy donors to increasingly consider political 
strategies to effect social change. This new giving alternative will have 
important implications for the landscape of community fundraising in 
the coming years.

Social impact bonds (SiBs)
Started in the United Kingdom, SiBs raise money from initial investors 
to pay for social interventions often performed by nonprofits. If 
these interventions are successful, then governments repay the initial 
investors. In an economic environment where governments have 
less discretionary funds for social programs, SiBs allow responsible 
government agencies to only “pay for success,” another term used 
to describe this approach. But SiBs require a lot of work, including 
selecting nonprofits, distributing funds, and measuring impact, making 
community philanthropy organizations ideal collaborators.

OTHER TRENDS TO WATCH

http://www.ssireview.org/blog/entry/think_you_know_private_foundations_think_again
http://www.ssireview.org/blog/entry/think_you_know_private_foundations_think_again
http://www.ssireview.org/blog/entry/think_you_know_private_foundations_think_again
http://www.fsg.org/OurApproach/CollectiveImpact.aspx
http://www.fsg.org/OurApproach/CollectiveImpact.aspx
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A sampling of approaches to consider 

IDEAS FOR TAKING ACTION

What ideas come to mind for your organization?

Imagine: What if your organization…

• ...created a compelling offer to buy out small, private foundations? For instance, could you offer matched funding from your 
discretionary pool for the first year when they convert to a donor-advised fund?

• ...“accredited” local businesses that gave at least 1 percent to philanthropy?

Lower intensity Medium intensity High intensity
• Interview a group of “friendly donors” to your 

community foundation. How many of them 
and their friends are giving through online 
crowdfunding platforms? What other philanthropy 
vehicles are they using? Have a conversation with 
these trusted donors about what they see as some 
of the big changes in philanthropy.

• Talk to your board about the landscape of 
community philanthropy in your area. What are 
your biggest partners and allies? Who are your 
biggest competitors for donors, and how are 
you responding? How could you work together 
with both partners and traditional competitors to 
achieve common goals, such as increasing local 
giving or addressing big regional priorities?

• Look at your local government agencies to try 
to understand which areas are most vulnerable 
for government spending cuts. Discuss with your 
board how your organization might respond. 

• Join an existing funding 
collaborative focused 
on an issue of interest 
to your foundation, or 
meet with other local 
funders to intentionally 
coordinate grantmaking 
on an issue, either 
formally or informally.

• Make a program-
related-investment that 
produces both social and 
financial returns. What 
investment or legal 
expertise would you 
need, and whom could 
you ask to help?

• The Geraldine R. Dodge Foundation curates 
a Kickstarter page to highlight art projects 
that seem promising. By leveraging their 
reputation and stamp of approval, the 
Foundation is able to encourage and direct 
more giving toward its favored projects. 
How could you adapt this idea? What would 
it look like to put local nonprofits up on 
a crowdfunding site like GlobalGiving to 
leverage additional funds for your grantees?

• Start the conversation to pilot a social impact 
bond in your community. How could you get 
donors, government, and nonprofit service 
providers on board to address a critical need 
in your community?

• Open up a local competition to crowdsource 
ideas for improving your community, use 
expert judges to vet the responses, and 
then use an open, online voting system to 
determine winners.

http://www.kickstarter.com/pages/grdodge
http://www.kickstarter.com/pages/grdodge
http://www.kickstarter.com/pages/grdodge
http://www.kickstarter.com/pages/grdodge
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